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This section discusses NCL procedures and functions.  The section:

Introduces the different types of NCL procedures and functions

Explains how to declare procedures and user-written functions

Explains how to terminate execution of the current procedure or function

Discusses how to pass parameters to procedures and functions

Discusses how to share variables to procedures and functions

Describes how to call procedures and functions

Table 6-1 summarizes the core statements discussed in this section.

Table 6-1.  Core Statements Used With NCL Procedures and Functions

Core Statement Description

CALL Calls an NCL procedure.

END Terminates an NCL procedure or function declaration, or ends a SELECT group or
DO group.

EXIT Returns from the current NCL procedure to the calling NCL procedure.

FUNCTION Declares a user-written function.

PROCEDURE Declares an NCL procedure.

RETURN Terminates execution of an NCL procedure or function.

For the complete syntax of core statements, refer to the NonStop NET/MASTER NCL
Reference Manual.

Introducing NCL
Procedures and

Functions

An NCL procedure is a sequence of NCL statements that performs a task and,
optionally, returns a result when it terminates.  A procedure can return variables or a
return code when it terminates.  The return code is placed in the system variable
&SYS.RETCODE.  The return code indicates the successful or unsuccessful completion
of the task performed by the procedure.  (For information on system variables, refer to
the NonStop NET/MASTER NCL Reference Manual.)

A function, in contrast to a procedure, performs a task and returns a single result.
Functions can be called only from within an expression.  The result returned by a
function is normally used by NCL as it evaluates the expression.  (For information on
expressions, refer to the NonStop NET/MASTER NCL Reference Manual.)

NCL supports two types of procedures, and three types of functions:

Built-in functions
External procedures and external, user-written functions
Internal procedures and internal, user-written functions
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Built-in Functions A built-in function is a function distributed with your NonStop NET/MASTER
Management Services (MS) system.  These functions are designed to return
information that may otherwise require extensive coding to acquire.  The functions
perform a variety of useful operations such as:

Positioning strings
Manipulating strings
Testing strings
Formatting numbers
Testing numbers
Generating numbers
Data conversion
Returning the date and time
Returning operating system information

The NonStop NET/MASTER NCL Reference Manual completely describes the syntax of
all built-in functions.

Two examples of built-in functions are DATE and TIME.  The DATE built-in function
returns the current date in the format you specify and the TIME built-in function
returns the current time in the format you specify.  (The format is specified by the
number or letter in parentheses (( )) following the DATE or TIME keyword.)

The following example shows an NCL procedure that uses the DATE and TIME
built-in functions to display the current date and time in a variety of formats:

zex0601n:  PROCEDURE
   /* Built-in functions */
   SAY "Default date is: "DATE()  /* dd mmm yyyy     */
   SAY "Date 1 is: "DATE(1)       /* yy.ddd          */
   SAY "Date 2 is: "DATE(2)       /* ddd dd-mm-yyy   */
   SAY "Date 3 is: "DATE(3)       /* dd-mmm-yyyy     */
   SAY "Date 4 is: "DATE(4)       /* dd/mm/yy        */
   SAY "Date 5 is: "DATE(5)       /* mm/dd/yy        */
   SAY "Date 6 is: "DATE(6)       /* yy/mm/dd        */
   SAY "Date 7 is: "DATE(7)       /* yymmdd          */
   SAY "Date 8 is: "DATE(8)       /* yyyymmmdd       */
   SAY "Date 9 is: "DATE(9)       /* Base date       */
   SAY "Time A is: "TIME(A)       /* sssss.uuuuuu    */
   SAY "Time C is: "TIME(C)       /* hh.mmxx         */
   SAY "Time H is: "TIME(H)       /* Since midnight  */
   SAY "Time L is: "TIME(L)       /* hh:mm:ss.uuuuuu */
END zex0601n
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The following screen shows the results of executing the procedure:

  (09:58) --------------------- OPERATOR CONTROL SERVICES ----------------------
   START ZEX0601N
   Default date is: 29 AUG 1994
   Date 1 is: 94.241
   Date 2 is: MON 29-AUG-1994
   Date 3 is: 29-AUG-1994
   Date 4 is: 29/08/94
   Date 5 is: 08/29/94
   Date 6 is: 94/08/29
   Date 7 is: 940829
   Date 8 is: 19940829
   Date 9 is: 728168
   Time A is: 35899.242885
   Time C is: 9.58am
   Time H is: 9
   Time L is: 09:58:19.251284
   NNM1005 START ZEX0601N PROCESSING COMPLETE. NCLID 000619
   _____________________________________________________________________________

 ---------- ------------------ NonStop NET/MASTER D30 ---------------- --------
   M=>

Each SAY statement sends a line of output to the OCS message display area.  In each
line, the DATE() function call is replaced by the result of the DATE built-in function.

Syntax of Built-in Functions

When you call a built-in function, you usually pass one or more values to it called
parameters.  You pass the parameters in a list called a parameter list.  The parameter
list must follow the name of the built-in function and you must use parentheses (( )) to
enclose the parameters.  If there is more than one parameter in the list, the parameters
are separated by commas (,).  The built-in function uses the parameters to work out the
result.

Most built-in functions expect to receive parameters and, if you pass parameters, all
built-in functions expect to receive them in a certain order.  The values you pass as
parameters are placed, in order, in the parameter variables &1 through &n, where n is
a positive integer and is the number of the last parameter variable.  Parameter
variables are created automatically by NCL when parameters are passed to a built-in
function.

Note You must follow the name of a built-in function by parentheses even if the parameter list is empty.

The DATE built-in function is an example of a function that does not require a
parameter.  If you use the following form of the DATE built-in function, it returns the
date in the default date format (dd mmm yyyy):

DATE() /* Result is 24 AUG 1992 */
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If you do pass a parameter to the DATE built-in function, you must pass only one
parameter and it must be a parameter that the built-in function recognizes.  The
following example is incorrect because it has too many parameters:

DATE(1,2) /* Incorrect, has too many parameters */

The following example is incorrect because the parameter is not one that the DATE
built-in function recognizes:

DATE(Z) /* Incorrect, not a recognized parameter */

Many built-in functions allow you to omit a parameter in the parameter list.  If a
parameter is missing, a default value may be used (depending on the built-in
function).  An omitted parameter is indicated by one of the following:

Two adjacent commas in the parameter list, for example:

RANDOM(,,1993) /* Result is 351 */

A trailing comma if the omitted parameter is optional and is the last parameter, for
example:

COMPARE(today,tomorrow,) /* Result is 3 */

Shortening the parameter list by omitting one or more optional trailing
parameters, for example:

INSERT("123","ABC",,,) /* Result is 123ABC */

Built-in functions can distinguish between missing parameters and null strings.  A null
parameter is indicated by one of the following:

A null string (""), if the parameter is a string, for example:

POS("needle","",5) /* Result is 0 */

Adjacent commas, if the parameter is a number, for example:

RANDOM(,,1993) /* Result is 351 */

Parameters are discussed in more detail later in this section.

Nesting Built-in Functions

You can include a built-in function call within a built-in function call in any position
where an expression can appear.  This is called nesting built-in functions.  The
following example nests the LENGTH built-in function inside the SUBSTR built-in
function to extract a substring from a string:

zex0602n: PROCEDURE
   /* SUBSTR and LENGTH built-in functions */
   &a = "ABC"
   &b = "123456"
   SAY SUBSTR( &b, LENGTH(&a), 3 )
END zex0602n
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The LENGTH built-in function provides the length of the data contained in &A.  The
length is used as the starting position from which to extract the substring from the
data in &B.

The result of executing this procedure is the following:

   345

The following example uses the ABBREV, SPACE, and UPPER built-in functions:

zex0603n: PROCEDURE NOFOLD
   /* ABBREV, SPACE, and UPPER built-in functions */
   /* Check first character of &SYS.ALLPARMS is Y */
   &result = ABBREV( UPPER( SPACE( &SYS.ALLPARMS ) ), Y )
   IF &result == 1 THEN
      SAY You entered &SYS.ALLPARMS correctly
   ELSE
      SAY You entered &SYS.ALLPARMS incorrectly
   SAY The result is &result
END zex0603n

The procedure strips spaces from a string, converts alphabetic characters in the string
to uppercase letters, and tests whether the first character of the string is the letter Y.
The string, which is contained in the system variable &SYS.ALLPARMS, is entered
when the procedure is executed.  If the first character of the string is “y” or “Y,” the
string is entered correctly;  otherwise, incorrectly.

The following screen shows the results of executing the procedure twice:  first, when
the string is entered correctly;  then incorrectly:

  (14:52) --------------------- OPERATOR CONTROL SERVICES ----------------------
   START ZEX0603N yabc
   You entered yabc correctly
   The result is 1
   NNM1005 START ZEX0603N PROCESSING COMPLETE. NCLID 000359
   START ZEX0603N zabc
   You entered zabc incorrectly
   The result is 0
   NNM1005 START ZEX0603N PROCESSING COMPLETE. NCLID 000360
   _____________________________________________________________________________

 ---------- ------------------ NonStop NET/MASTER D30 ---------------- --------
   M=>
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Note Be sure to match opening parentheses (() with closing parentheses ()) and to position commas correctly
when nesting built-in functions.

External Procedures and
External, User-Written

Functions

External procedures and external, user-written functions are separate, self-contained,
source files of NCL statements.  (An external function is called a user-written function
because it is written by you and not distributed as part of NCL.)  External procedures
and functions can be called from any other NCL procedure or function, including NCL
procedures and functions within the source file itself.

The name of an external procedure or function is the name of the TEDIT source file
that contains the NCL statements.  The external procedure or function is called by the
name of the source file.

You can display the names of external procedures and functions by using the SHOW
FILEINFO command from the OCS command input line.  When you enter Edit
Services, the names of external procedures and functions are automatically displayed.

Internal Procedures and
Internal, User-Written

Functions

Internal procedures and internal, user-written functions are sequences of NCL
statements inside a TEDIT source file.  (An internal function is called a user-written
function because it is written by you and not distributed as part of NCL.)  An internal
procedure or function can be called only from within the same source file.

The name of an internal procedure or function is given by the label preceding the
PROCEDURE or FUNCTION core statement that declares it.  An internal procedure or
function is called by this label.  The END statement terminates the procedure or
function declaration.

Figure 6-1 shows the structure of an internal procedure.  The name of the procedure is
given by the label, TOP_LEVEL_P, before the PROCEDURE core statement.  The END
core statement explicitly terminates the declaration of the procedure.  The NCL
statements between the PROCEDURE and END statements form the body of the
procedure.

Figure 6-1.  Structure of an Internal Procedure

top_level_p: PROCEDURE
   statement1
   statement2
   statement3
   …
END top_level_p
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Figure 6-2 shows the structure of an internal function.  The name of the function is
given by the label, TOP_LEVEL_F, before the FUNCTION core statement.  The END
core statement explicitly terminates the declaration of the function.  The NCL
statements between the FUNCTION and END statements form the body of the
function.

Figure 6-2.  Structure of an Internal, User-Written Function

top_level_f: FUNCTION
   statement1
   statement2
   statement3
   …
END top_level_f

Nested Internal Procedures and Internal, User-Written Functions

You can nest procedures and functions, that is, include internal procedures and
functions within internal procedures and functions.  NCL supports up to 256 levels of
nesting.

The procedure or function that encloses all other procedures and functions is called the
top-level procedure or function.

Note A source file of NCL statements must contain only one top-level procedure or function.
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Figure 6-3 shows the structure of some nested internal procedures and functions.  The
name of the top-level internal procedure is TOP_LEVEL_P.  There are two nested
procedures:  LEVEL1_P1 and LEVEL1_P2.  There is one nested function:  LEVEL2_F.

Figure 6-3.  Nested Procedures and User-Written Functions

top_level_p: PROCEDURE
   statement1
   statement2
   statement3
   …
   level1_p1: PROCEDURE
      statement1
      statement2
      statement3
      …
      level2_f: FUNCTION
         statement1
         statement2
         statement3
         …
       END level2_f
      …
   END level1_p1
   …
   level1_p2: PROCEDURE
      statement1
      statement2
      statement3
      …
   END level1_p2
   …
END top_level_p
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Declaring Procedures
and User-Written

Functions

You can declare both procedures and user-written functions explicitly but you can
declare only procedures implicitly.  This subsection discusses how to begin and
terminate a procedure and function declaration.  It discusses the following core
statements:

END
FUNCTION
PROCEDURE

Explicit Declaration The PROCEDURE and FUNCTION core statements begin an explicit declaration.
You must name the procedure or function with one or more labels.  The name
identifies the procedure or function and is used to call it.

If the PROCEDURE or FUNCTION statement is the first executable statement in a
source file, then it is declaring that the source file is an external NCL procedure or
function.  If the external procedure or function is called (by its source file name), then
the top-level internal procedure or function is executed.

If the PROCEDURE or FUNCTION statement is not the first executable statement in a
source file, then it is declaring an internal procedure or function within a source file.

You must use the END statement to close an explicit procedure and function
declaration.  You can follow the END statement by the label (or any one of the labels if
there is more than one) that precedes the initial PROCEDURE or FUNCTION
statement.  During compilation, this allows the compiler to check that a procedure or
function is correctly nested.

The following example shows an explicitly declared NCL procedure with two labels:

zex0604n: profile: PROCEDURE
   /* Procedure with two labels */
   CMD "PROFILE MONMSG=NO"
   CMD "PROFILE UNSOL=NO"
   CMD "PROFILE EMS=NO"
   CMD "PROFILE CMDKEEP=NO"
   CMD "PROFILE TRUNC=NO"
END zex0604n

This NCL procedure executes a series of PROFILE commands, which modify the
current OCS profile.
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The following screen shows the results of executing the procedure:

  (13:54) --------------------- OPERATOR CONTROL SERVICES ----------------------
   START ZEX0604N
   PROFILE MONMSG=NO
   PROFILE UNSOL=NO
   PROFILE EMS=NO
   PROFILE CMDKEEP=NO
   PROFILE TRUNC=NO
   NNM0357 PROFILE HAS CHANGED
   NNM0357 PROFILE HAS CHANGED
   NNM0357 PROFILE HAS CHANGED
   NNM0357 PROFILE HAS CHANGED
   NNM0357 PROFILE HAS CHANGED
   NNM1005 START ZEX0604N PROCESSING COMPLETE. NCLID 002038
   _____________________________________________________________________________

 ---------- ------------------ NonStop NET/MASTER D30 ---------------- --------
    =>

The following example shows an explicitly declared user-written function within an
explicitly declared internal procedure:

zex0605n: PROCEDURE
   /* Explicitly declared user-written function */
   SAY "The square root of "&1" is "sqroot(&1)
   sqroot: FUNCTION
      /* Check validity of arguments */
      IF TYPECHK(NUM,&1) \= NUM THEN
         RETURN("using invalid arguments")
      ELSE
         RETURN(&1**0.5)
   END sqroot
END zex0605n

This NCL procedure assumes that you enter a single parameter when you execute it.
The parameter is placed in the variable &1 and is passed to the SQROOT function
when the function is called.  The SQROOT function uses the built-in function,
TYPECHK, to determine whether the parameter is a number.  If the parameter is a
number, it calculates its square root and returns the result using a RETURN statement;
if not, it returns an error message using a RETURN statement.  The SAY statement
displays the result of the SQROOT function in the OCS message display area.
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The following screen shows the results of executing the procedure six times:

  (14:01) --------------------- OPERATOR CONTROL SERVICES ----------------------
   START ZEX0605N 4
   The square root of 4 is 2
   NNM1005 START ZEX0605N PROCESSING COMPLETE. NCLID 002041
   START ZEX0605N 9
   The square root of 9 is 3
   NNM1005 START ZEX0605N PROCESSING COMPLETE. NCLID 002042
   START ZEX0605N 16
   The square root of 16 is 4
   NNM1005 START ZEX0605N PROCESSING COMPLETE. NCLID 002043
   START ZEX0605N 37
   The square root of 37 is 6.08276253029822
   NNM1005 START ZEX0605N PROCESSING COMPLETE. NCLID 002044
   START ZEX0605N ABC
   The square root of ABC is using invalid arguments
   NNM1005 START ZEX0605N PROCESSING COMPLETE. NCLID 002045
   START ZEX0605N -4
   The square root of -4 is using invalid arguments
   NNM1005 START ZEX0605N PROCESSING COMPLETE. NCLID 002046
   _____________________________________________________________________________

 ---------- ------------------ NonStop NET/MASTER D30 ---------------- --------
   M=>

The values entered are 4, 9, 16, and 37 (correctly), and ABC and -4 (incorrectly).

Implicit Declaration—
Procedures Only

You cannot implicitly declare a function;  however, you can implicitly declare a
procedure.

If a source file does not begin with an explicit PROCEDURE statement, then NCL
assumes that the source file is an external procedure.  NCL implicitly attaches the
name of the source file to an implicit PROCEDURE statement.  The name of the source
file becomes the procedure label.  As a result, the name of the top-level internal
procedure has the same name as the source file.  NCL assumes that the last statement
in the source file is an END statement.

This means that a source file consisting only of a sequence of NonStop NET/MASTER
MS commands (executed with either the CMD core statement or the INTCMD verb)
can be called as a valid external procedure.

The following example shows an NCL procedure with an implicit declaration:

/* Implicit "zex0606n: PROCEDURE" statement */
   CMD "SYSPARMS PRELOAD=nnmproc1"
   CMD "SYSPARMS PRELOAD=nnmproc2"
   CMD "SYSPARMS PRELOAD=nnmproc3"
/* Implicit "END zex0606n" statement */

The comments indicate the position of the implicit PROCEDURE and END statements.
This NCL procedure executes a series of SYSPARMS PRELOAD commands to preload
the NCL procedures NNMPROC1, NNMPROC2, and NNMPROC3.
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The following screen shows the results of executing the procedure:

  (14:12) --------------------- OPERATOR CONTROL SERVICES ----------------------
   START ZEX0606N
   SYSPARMS PRELOAD=NNMPROC1
   SYSPARMS PRELOAD=NNMPROC2
   SYSPARMS PRELOAD=NNMPROC3
   NNM0604 SYSPARMS PRELOAD=NNMPROC1 OPERAND ACCEPTED
   NNM0604 SYSPARMS PRELOAD=NNMPROC2 OPERAND ACCEPTED
   NNM0604 SYSPARMS PRELOAD=NNMPROC3 OPERAND ACCEPTED
   NNM1005 START ZEX0606N PROCESSING COMPLETE. NCLID 002053
   _____________________________________________________________________________

 ---------- ------------------ NonStop NET/MASTER D30 ---------------- --------
   M=>
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Terminating Execution
of the Current

Procedure or Function

The procedure or function that is executing within an NCL process is the current
procedure or function.  This subsection explains how to terminate the execution of the
current procedure or function by using the following core statements:

END
EXIT
RETURN

The following table summarizes when you can use the END, EXIT, and RETURN
statements to terminate the execution of the current procedure or function:

Statement Procedure Function

END Must be used to terminate a procedure
declaration.  Can be used to terminate
execution of a procedure;  if so, does
not return a return code.

Must be used to terminate a function
declaration.  Cannot be used to
terminate execution of a function.

EXIT Can be used to terminate execution of
a procedure;  if so, can return a return
code.

Cannot be used in a function.

RETURN Can be used to terminate execution of
a procedure;  if so, must specify a list
of variables (without parentheses) to
pass to the calling procedure or
function.

Must be used to terminate execution of
a function to return the result of the
function;  the result must be an
expression in parentheses.

This subsection does not discuss how to terminate the execution of an NCL process.
This is covered in Section 8, “Executing NCL Procedures.”

The END Statement—
Procedures Only

The END core statement closes a block of statements beginning with either the DO,
FUNCTION, PROCEDURE, or SELECT core statement.  It is used to terminate a
procedure and function declaration.

You can follow the END statement by the label (or any one of the labels if more than
one) that precedes the initial FUNCTION or PROCEDURE statement.  During
compilation, this allows the compiler to check that a procedure or function is correctly
nested.

You can use END to terminate the execution of a procedure.  However, you cannot use
END to terminate the execution of a function (you must use the RETURN core
statement to terminate the execution of a function.)  If NCL encounters END in a
function, it raises an error.

Note You cannot recover from the error if NCL encounters the END core statement in a function because the
END statement is the last statement in the function.

In a procedure, if NCL encounters END before an EXIT core statement, it treats END
as an implicit EXIT.  You cannot use END to set a return code in the system variable
&SYS.RETCODE.  Encountering END before EXIT does not affect the value of
&SYS.RETCODE.
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The EXIT Statement—
Procedures Only

The EXIT core statement terminates the execution of a procedure.  You cannot use it to
terminate the execution of a function.

When you exit, you terminate execution of the current procedure.  The EXIT statement
returns from the current procedure to the procedure or function that called it.

The EXIT statement can set a return code in &SYS.RETCODE.  You can use this value
to test how a procedure terminated.

The following example shows an NCL procedure that uses the EXIT core statement to
terminate execution and set a return code:

zex0607n: PROCEDURE
   /* Uses EXIT and &SYS.RETCODE */
   SAY Top level
   SAY "Value of &SYS.RETCODE is "&SYS.RETCODE
   CALL first_level
   first_level: PROCEDURE
      SAY First level
      EXIT 77 /* Return code */
   END first_level
   SAY Top level
   SAY "Value of &SYS.RETCODE is "&SYS.RETCODE
END zex0607n

The first-level procedure uses the EXIT statement to terminate execution.  EXIT passes
back a return code of to the top-level procedure.  The value of the return code (77) is
placed in the system variable &SYS.RETCODE.  The final SAY statement displays the
value of &SYS.RETCODE.

The following screen shows the results of executing the procedure:

  (09:07) --------------------- OPERATOR CONTROL SERVICES ----------------------
   START ZEX0607N
   Top level
   Value of &SYS.RETCODE is 0
   First level
   Top level
   Value of &SYS.RETCODE is 77
   NNM1005 START ZEX0607N PROCESSING COMPLETE. NCLID 001009
   _____________________________________________________________________________

 ---------- ------------------ NonStop NET/MASTER D30 ---------------- --------
   M=>
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The RETURN Statement—
Procedures and Functions

The RETURN core statement terminates the execution of a procedure or function.

Using the RETURN Statement in Procedures

Using the RETURN core statement in a procedure is optional.  It is used to return a list
of variables to the calling procedure or function.

If variables have been passed to a procedure, you can use the RETURN statement to
supplement the list of variables returned to the calling procedure.  If no variables have
been passed to a procedure, you can use the RETURN statement to return a list of
variables created in the callee procedure.  You cannot enclose the list of variables in
parentheses (parentheses are used by functions).

The following example shows an NCL procedure that uses the RETURN core
statement to terminate execution and supplement the current share list:

zex0608n: PROCEDURE
   /* Uses RETURN in a procedure */
   SAY Top level
   &v1 = It is a
   &v2 = SUNNY
   &v3 = day today
   SAY &v1 &v2 &v3 &newvar
   /* Share all variables beginning with &V */
   CALL first_level SHARE &v*
   first_level: PROCEDURE
      SAY First level
      &v2 = RAINY
      &newvar = so I need an umbrella
      /* Use RETURN to supplement share list */
      RETURN &newvar
   END first_level
   SAY Top level
   SAY &v1 &v2 &v3 &newvar
END zex0608n

The top-level procedure explicitly assigns values to three variables, &V1, &V2, and
&V3.  It uses a SAY statement to display the values of the variables.  (&NEWVAR has
a null value at this point.)  The top-level procedure then uses the SHARE keyword to
share all variables beginning with &V (not &NEWVAR) to the first-level procedure.

The first-level procedure alters the value of &V2 and explicitly assigns a value to
&NEWVAR.  When the first-level procedure terminates execution, the value of &V2 is
automatically passed back to the top-level procedure.  However, the first-level
procedure must use a RETURN statement to return &NEWVAR to the top-level
procedure.  The final SAY statement shows the final result of sharing these variables.
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The following screen shows the results of executing the procedure:

  (09:13) --------------------- OPERATOR CONTROL SERVICES ----------------------
   START ZEX0608N
   Top level
   It is a SUNNY day today
   First level
   Top level
   It is a RAINY day today so I need an umbrella
   NNM1005 START ZEX0608N PROCESSING COMPLETE. NCLID 001010
   _____________________________________________________________________________

 ---------- ------------------ NonStop NET/MASTER D30 ---------------- --------
   M=>

Sharing variables is discussed in more detail later in this section.

Using the RETURN Statement in Functions

Using the RETURN core statement in a function is mandatory.  You must use
RETURN to return the result of the function to the calling procedure or function.  The
result must be an expression that evaluates to a single value.  You must enclose the
result in parentheses (( )).  NCL uses the result to evaluate the expression that called
the function.  The result of a function effectively replaces the expression that called the
function.

The following example shows the RETURN statement in a function:

zex0609n: PROCEDURE
   /* Using RETURN in a user-written function */
   SAY "First parameter is "&1
   SAY "Second parameter is "&2
   SAY "The Nth root of "&1" where N="&2" is "rootn(&1,&2)
   rootn: FUNCTION
      /* Check validity of arguments */
      IF TYPECHK(NUM,&1,&2) \= NUM THEN
         RETURN("using invalid arguments")
      ELSE
         RETURN(&1**(1/&2))
   END rootn
END zex0609n

The top-level NCL procedure assumes that you enter two parameters when you
execute it.  The first parameter is placed in the variable &1;  the second parameter is
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placed in the variable &2.  Both parameters are passed to the ROOTN function when
the function is called.  The values are checked by the built-in function, TYPECHK.  If
both parameters are numbers, the ROOTN function calculates the root of the first
parameter using the second parameter.  The ROOTN function returns the result (or an
error message) using a RETURN statement.  The SAY statement displays the result of
the ROOTN function in the OCS message display area.

The following screen shows the results of executing the procedure four times:

  (09:34) --------------------- OPERATOR CONTROL SERVICES ----------------------
   START ZEX0609N 64 3
   First parameter is 64
   Second parameter is 3
   The Nth root of 64 where N=3 is 4
   NNM1005 START ZEX0609N PROCESSING COMPLETE. NCLID 001018
   START ZEX0609N 1331 3
   First parameter is 1331
   Second parameter is 3
   The Nth root of 1331 where N=3 is 11
   NNM1005 START ZEX0609N PROCESSING COMPLETE. NCLID 001019
   START ZEX0609N ABC 2
   First parameter is ABC
   Second parameter is 2
   The Nth root of ABC where N=2 is using invalid arguments
   NNM1005 START ZEX0609N PROCESSING COMPLETE. NCLID 001020
   START ZEX0609N 64 X
   First parameter is 64
   Second parameter is X
   The Nth root of 64 where N=X is using invalid arguments
   NNM1005 START ZEX0609N PROCESSING COMPLETE. NCLID 001021

 ---------- ------------------ NonStop NET/MASTER D30 ---------------- --------
   M=>

The values entered are 64 and 3 (correctly), 1331 and 3 (correctly), ABC and 2
(incorrectly), and 64 and X (incorrectly).
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Passing Parameters to
Procedures and

Functions

A parameter is a value passed to a procedure or function when the procedure or
function is called.  This subsection discusses how to use parameter variables, how to
use the system variables &SYS.PARMCNT and &SYS.ALLPARMS, and how to specify
parameter handling in a procedure declaration.

Parameter Variables When a parameter is passed to a procedure or function it is placed in a special type of
variable called a parameter variable.  A parameter variable is a user variable from &1
through &n, where n is the number of the last parameter variable created and is a
positive integer.  Parameter variables are automatically created by NCL when a
procedure or function is called (if parameters are passed).

Parameters are positional.  &1 is the first parameter variable created to hold the first
parameter passed to an NCL procedure or function, &2 is the second, &3 is the third,
and so on.  This means that parameters must be passed to an NCL procedure or
function in the order that the procedure or function expects to receive them.

The following example shows a top-level procedure that passes parameters to a
lower-level procedure, which passes the parameters back to the top-level procedure:

zex0610n: PROCEDURE NOFOLD EXTPARSE SMART
   /* Passing parameters */
   SAY Top level
   SAY "&1 is "&1; SAY "&2 is "&2
   SAY "Value of &SYS.PARMCNT is "&SYS.PARMCNT
   SAY "Value of &SYS.ALLPARMS is "&SYS.ALLPARMS
   CALL first_level (One, Two, Three)
   first_level: PROCEDURE
      SAY First level
      SAY "&1 is "&1; SAY "&2 is "&2; SAY "&3 is "&3
      SAY "Value of &SYS.PARMCNT is "&SYS.PARMCNT
      SAY "Value of &SYS.ALLPARMS is "&SYS.ALLPARMS
      &1 = Gold; &2 = Silver
      RETURN &1, &2, &3
   END first_level
   SAY Top level
   SAY "&1 is "&1; SAY "&2 is "&2; SAY "&3 is "&3
   SAY "Value of &SYS.PARMCNT is "&SYS.PARMCNT
   SAY "Value of &SYS.ALLPARMS is "&SYS.ALLPARMS
END zex0610n

This procedure shows how parameters can change values.
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The following screen shows the results of executing the procedure:

  (09:57) --------------------- OPERATOR CONTROL SERVICES ----------------------
   START ZEX0610N John Smith
   Top level
   &1 is John
   &2 is Smith
   Value of &SYS.PARMCNT is 2
   Value of &SYS.ALLPARMS is John Smith
   First level
   &1 is One
   &2 is Two
   &3 is Three
   Value of &SYS.PARMCNT is 3
   Value of &SYS.ALLPARMS is John Smith
   Top level
   &1 is Gold
   &2 is Silver
   &3 is Three
   Value of &SYS.PARMCNT is 2
   Value of &SYS.ALLPARMS is John Smith
   NNM1005 START ZEX0610N PROCESSING COMPLETE. NCLID 001023
   _____________________________________________________________________________

 ---------- ------------------ NonStop NET/MASTER D30 ---------------- --------
   M=>

The START command passes two parameters to the top-level procedure, John and
Smith, which are placed in two parameter variables, &1 and &2.  The top-level
procedure calls the first-level procedure passing three parameters, One, Two, and
Three.  The first two parameters, One and Two, overwrite the existing values of &1
and &2.  The first-level procedure assigns two new values, Gold and Silver, to &1 and
&2 but leaves &3 unchanged.  The final values of &1, &2, and &3 are Gold, Silver, and
Three.

The System Variables
&SYS.PARMCNT and

&SYS.ALLPARMS

The preceding example also illustrates the use of the system variables
&SYS.PARMCNT and &SYS.ALLPARMS.  The system variable &SYS.PARMCNT
holds the number of parameters created by an NCL process.  The system variable
&SYS.ALLPARMS holds the original parameter string passed to an NCL procedure
executed with a START or EXEC command or the START verb.

When the procedure in the preceding example is executed with the START command
and the top-level procedure is executed, the value of &SYS.PARMCNT is 2 because
two parameters (&1 and &2) are created.  When the first-level procedure is called with
the CALL core statement, the value of &SYS.PARMCNT is 3 because three new
parameters (&1, &2, and &3) are created.  When the first-level ends, the value of
&SYS.PARMCNT is 2 again.  This represents the number of parameters originally
passed to the procedure by the START command.

If a procedure is called by the START or EXEC command or the START verb, and
parameters are passed to it, the complete parameter string is available in the system
variable &SYS.ALLPARMS.  In the preceding example, the value of &SYS.ALLPARMS
does not change throughout the execution because only one START command is
executed.
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Procedure Declarations
and Parameters

When you declare a procedure (but not a function), you can specify how you want the
procedure to treat any parameters that are passed to it when the procedure is called.
You can specify how you want NCL to handle the case of alphabetic characters with
the [NO]FOLD keyword.  In addition, you can specify how you want NCL to parse
parameters with the EXTPARSE keyword.

Alphabetic Characters in Parameters

The [NO]FOLD keyword specifies whether you want parameters that are passed to a
procedure to be converted (or folded) to uppercase.

The default for the [NO]FOLD keyword depends on the source of the parameters.  The
following table summarizes the defaults for the [NO]FOLD keyword:

Source Default Meaning

CALL core statement NOFOLD Alphabetic characters in parameters are not converted to
uppercase.

EXEC command FOLD Alphabetic characters in parameters are converted to
uppercase.

START command FOLD Alphabetic characters in parameters are converted to
uppercase.

START verb FOLD Alphabetic characters in parameters are converted to
uppercase.

The following example shows a procedure declaration that does not specify either
FOLD or NOFOLD:

zex0611n: PROCEDURE
   /* Procedure declaration without */
   /* FOLD or NOFOLD                */
   SAY "&1 is "&1
   SAY "&2 IS "&2
END zex0611n

The result is that all alphabetic characters in parameters are converted to uppercase by
default when the procedure is executed with a START or EXEC command.
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The following screen shows the results of executing the procedure:

  (11:39) --------------------- OPERATOR CONTROL SERVICES ----------------------
   START ZEX0611N John Smith
   &1 is JOHN
   &2 is SMITH
   NNM1005 START ZEX0611N PROCESSING COMPLETE. NCLID 002062
   _____________________________________________________________________________

 ---------- ------------------ NonStop NET/MASTER D30 ---------------- --------
   M=>

All the letters in the parameters, John and Smith, are converted by default to
uppercase letters when passed by the START command.
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Parsing Parameters

The EXTPARSE keyword specifies how you want a parameter string to be parsed
when it is passed to a procedure.  EXTPARSE has two values:  SIMPLE (for simple
parsing) and SMART (for smart parsing).

Simple Parsing.  With simple parsing, NCL uses blanks to delimit parameters.  Quotes
(" ") and commas (,) become part of the parameters.

The following example shows a procedure declaration that specifies simple parsing:

zex0612n: PROCEDURE NOFOLD EXTPARSE SIMPLE
   /* Simple parsing */
   SAY "&1 is "&1
   SAY "&2 is "&2
   SAY "&3 is "&3
   SAY "&4 is "&4
   SAY "Value of &SYS.PARMCNT is "&SYS.PARMCNT
   SAY "Value of &SYS.ALLPARMS is "&SYS.ALLPARMS
END zex0612n

The following screen shows the results of executing the procedure:

  (11:43) --------------------- OPERATOR CONTROL SERVICES ----------------------
   START ZEX0612N One, Two, "Three, Four"
   &1 is One,
   &2 is Two,
   &3 is "Three,
   &4 is Four"
   Value of &SYS.PARMCNT is 4
   Value of &SYS.ALLPARMS is One, Two, "Three, Four"
   NNM1005 START ZEX0612N PROCESSING COMPLETE. NCLID 002065
   _____________________________________________________________________________

 ---------- ------------------ NonStop NET/MASTER D30 ---------------- --------
   M=>
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Smart Parsing.  With smart parsing, NCL uses blanks and commas (,) to delimit
parameters.  However, you can use a quoted string to preserve blanks and commas
and so pass blanks and commas as part of a parameter.  You can double a particular
quote to pass a single instance of the quote as part of a parameter.

The following example shows a procedure declaration that specifies smart parsing:

zex0613n: PROCEDURE NOFOLD EXTPARSE SMART
   /* Smart parsing */
   SAY "&1 is "&1
   SAY "&2 is "&2
   SAY "&3 is "&3
   SAY "&4 is "&4
   SAY "Value of &SYS.PARMCNT is "&SYS.PARMCNT
   SAY "Value of &SYS.ALLPARMS is "&SYS.ALLPARMS
END zex0613n

The following screen shows the results of executing the procedure:

  (11:47) --------------------- OPERATOR CONTROL SERVICES ----------------------
   START ZEX0613N One, Two, "Three, Four"
   &1 is One
   &2 is Two
   &3 is Three, Four
   &4 is
   Value of &SYS.PARMCNT is 3
   Value of &SYS.ALLPARMS is One, Two, "Three, Four"
   NNM1005 START ZEX0613N PROCESSING COMPLETE. NCLID 002067
   _____________________________________________________________________________

 ---------- ------------------ NonStop NET/MASTER D30 ---------------- --------
   M=>
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Sharing Variables to
Procedures and

Functions

Every procedure and function called during the execution of an NCL process creates
its own set of variables.  These variables are local to the procedure or function and are
deleted when the procedure or function terminates.  Although the variables in one
procedure or function are local to that procedure or function, you can temporarily
share them with other procedures or functions.

To share variables means to pass the names and current values of variables from one
procedure or function (the caller) to another procedure or function (the callee).  A
caller procedure or function passes one or more variables;  the callee procedure or
function receives the variables.  The callee can then work with the variables.  It can
change the values of the variables or delete the variables.  When the callee terminates,
it gives the variables back to the caller with the current values (unless deleted).

NCL does not share variables by default; you must explicitly enable or disable variable
sharing.  To do so, follow these steps:

1. Specify the method of variable sharing or not sharing in both the caller and callee.
This is described in “Methods of Variable Sharing” later in this section.

2. Specify the variables to share or not to share in a share list in both the caller and
callee.  This is described in “The Contents of a Share List” later in this section.

3. Ensure that the net interaction between the variable sharing methods and the
share lists in both the caller and callee allows the appropriate variables to be
shared or not shared.  This is described in “Interaction Between Variable Sharing
Methods” later in this section.

Methods of Variable
Sharing

There are three ways to specify the method of variable sharing from one procedure or
function to another procedure or function:

With the CONTROL verb
Through a procedure or function declaration
Through a procedure call

Note The RETURN core statement is also used to pass variables from a callee procedure to a caller procedure.
This is described earlier in this section.

Sharing With the CONTROL Verb

The CONTROL verb has two keywords that control whether a procedure or function
can share variables:  SHRVARS and NOSHRVARS.  The default setting is CONTROL
NOSHRVARS;  this prohibits variable sharing between one procedure or function and
another procedure or function.
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 Caution The following four settings of the CONTROL verb are equivalent;  all prohibit variable sharing:

CONTROL NOSHRVARS
CONTROL NOSHRVARS=NO
CONTROL SHRVARS
CONTROL SHRVARS=NO

Overriding the CONTROL Verb When Calling a Procedure.  There are two ways to override
the default setting of the CONTROL verb when you call a procedure.  You can
override it by using another CONTROL statement or by explicitly providing a share
list on the CALL statement when you call the procedure.

Note You cannot override the default setting of the CONTROL verb on the procedure declaration of the callee
procedure.

The following code segment shows the first way of overriding the default setting of
the CONTROL statement when calling a procedure:

…
CONTROL NOSHRVARS           /* Default CONTROL setting     */
…
CONTROL SHRVARS (&var_1)    /* Overrides CONTROL NOSHRVARS */
CALL control_proc           /* Calls CONTROL_PROC          */
…
control_proc: PROCEDURE     /* Procedure declaration       */
…

The following example shows the first way in a complete procedure:

zex0614n: PROCEDURE
   /* Sharing with the CONTROL verb */
   /* Default is CONTROL NOSHRVARS  */
   &var_1 = One
   SAY "Pre-procedure call var_1 is "&var_1
   CALL control_proc
   SAY "Post-procedure call (NOSHRVARS), var_1 is "&var_1
   CONTROL SHRVARS (&var_1)
   CALL control_proc
   SAY "Post-procedure call (SHRVARS), var_1 is "&var_1
   control_proc: PROCEDURE
      &var_1 = Two
   END control_proc
END zex0614n
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The following screen shows the results of executing the procedure:

  (15:32) --------------------- OPERATOR CONTROL SERVICES ----------------------
   START ZEX0614N
   Pre-procedure call var_1 is One
   Post-procedure call (NOSHRVARS), var_1 is One
   Post-procedure call (SHRVARS), var_1 is Two
   NNM1005 START ZEX0614N PROCESSING COMPLETE. NCLID 000430
   _____________________________________________________________________________

 ---------- ------------------ NonStop NET/MASTER D30 ---------------- --------
   M=>

When the CONTROL_PROC procedure is called for the first time, the default setting
of CONTROL NOSHRVARS prevents variables being shared to CONTROL_PROC.
Accordingly, the value of &VAR_1 does not change.  When the CONTROL_PROC
procedure is called for the second time, the setting of CONTROL SHRVARS explicitly
enables variable sharing, and so the value of &VAR_1 is changed.

The following code segment shows the second way of overriding the default setting of
the CONTROL statement when calling a procedure:

…
CONTROL NOSHRVARS              /* Default CONTROL setting  */
…
CALL control_proc SHARE &var_1 /* Overrides CONTROL        */
                               /* NOSHRVARS and calls      */
                               /* CONTROL_PROC             */
…
control_proc: PROCEDURE        /* Procedure declaration    */
…
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The following example shows the second way in a complete procedure:

zex0624n: PROCEDURE
   /* Sharing with the CALL statement */
   /* Default is CONTROL NOSHRVARS    */
   &var_1 = One
   SAY "Pre-procedure call var_1 is "&var_1
   CALL control_proc
   SAY "Post-procedure call (NOSHRVARS), var_1 is "&var_1
   CALL control_proc SHARE &var_1
   SAY "Post-procedure call (CALL SHARE), var_1 is "&var_1
   control_proc: PROCEDURE
      &var_1 = Two
   END control_proc
END zex0624n

The following screen shows the results of executing the procedure:

  (08:08) --------------------- OPERATOR CONTROL SERVICES ----------------------
   START ZEX0624N
   Pre-procedure call var_1 is One
   Post-procedure call (NOSHRVARS), var_1 is One
   Post-procedure call (CALL SHARE), var_1 is Two
   NNM1005 START ZEX0624N PROCESSING COMPLETE. NCLID 000082
   _____________________________________________________________________________

 ---------- ------------------ NonStop NET/MASTER D30 ---------------- --------
   M=>

When the CONTROL_PROC procedure is called for the first time, the default setting
of CONTROL NOSHRVARS prevents variables being shared to CONTROL_PROC.
Accordingly, the value of &VAR_1 does not change.  When the CONTROL_PROC
procedure is called for the second time, the CALL statement enables variable sharing,
and so the value of &VAR_1 is changed.
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Overriding the CONTROL Verb When Calling a Function.  There is only one way to override
the default setting of the CONTROL verb when you call a function—by using the
CONTROL verb to specify a share list.  You cannot override the default setting of the
CONTROL verb on the function declaration of the callee function.

The following code segment shows how to override the default setting of the
CONTROL statement when calling a function:

…
CONTROL NOSHRVARS           /* Default CONTROL setting     */
…
CONTROL SHRVARS (&var_1)    /* Overrides CONTROL NOSHRVARS */
&a = control_func()         /* Calls CONTROL_FUNC          */
…
control_func: FUNCTION      /* Function declaration        */
…

The following example shows this method of overriding in a complete procedure:

zex0625n: PROCEDURE
   /* Sharing with the CONTROL verb */
   /* Default is CONTROL NOSHRVARS  */
   &var_1 = One
   SAY "Pre-function call var_1 is "&var_1
   &a = control_func()
   SAY "Post-function call (NOSHRVARS), var_1 is "&var_1
   CONTROL SHRVARS (&var_1)
   &a = control_func()
   SAY "Post-function call (SHRVARS), var_1 is "&var_1
   control_func: FUNCTION
      &var_1 = Two
      RETURN (&var_1)
   END control_func
END zex0625n
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The following screen shows the results of executing the procedure:

  (08:53) --------------------- OPERATOR CONTROL SERVICES ----------------------
   START ZEX0625N
   Pre-function call var_1 is One
   Post-function call (NOSHRVARS), var_1 is One
   Post-function call (SHRVARS), var_1 is Two
   NNM1005 START ZEX0625N PROCESSING COMPLETE. NCLID 000088
   _____________________________________________________________________________

 ---------- ------------------ NonStop NET/MASTER D30 ---------------- --------
   M=>

When the CONTROL_FUNC function is called for the first time, the default setting of
CONTROL NOSHRVARS prevents variables being shared to CONTROL_FUNC.
Accordingly, the value of &VAR_1 does not change.  When the CONTROL_FUNC
function is called for the second time, the CALL statement enables variable sharing,
and so the value of &VAR_1 is changed.
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Sharing Through a Procedure or Function Declaration

When you declare a procedure, by using the PROCEDURE core statement, or a
function, by using the FUNCTION core statement, you can specify whether it can
share variables or not by using either the SHARE or NOSHARE keyword.

The following example shows how specifying the SHARE keyword on a procedure
declaration affects variable sharing when a procedure is called:

zex0615n: PROCEDURE
   /* Sharing through a PROCEDURE declaration */
   &var_1 = One
   SAY "Pre-procedure 1 call var_1 is "&var_1
   CALL control_proc1
   SAY "Post-procedure 1 call var_1 is "&var_1
   CALL control_proc2
   SAY "First post-procedure 2 call var_1 is "&var_1
   CONTROL SHRVARS=&var_1
   CALL control_proc2
   SAY "Second post-procedure 2 call var_1 is "&var_1
   control_proc1: PROCEDURE
      &var_1 = Two
   END control_proc1
   control_proc2: PROCEDURE SHARE &var_1
      &var_1 = Three
   END control_proc2
END zex0615n

The following screen shows the results of executing the procedure:

  (10:25) --------------------- OPERATOR CONTROL SERVICES ----------------------
   START ZEX0615N
   Pre-procedure 1 call var_1 is One
   Post-procedure 1 call var_1 is One
   First post-procedure 2 call var_1 is One
   Second post-procedure 2 call var_1 is Three
   NNM1005 START ZEX0615N PROCESSING COMPLETE. NCLID 001008
   _____________________________________________________________________________

 ---------- ------------------ NonStop NET/MASTER D30 ---------------- --------
   M=>
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When the CONTROL_PROC1 procedure is called from the top-level procedure, the
default setting of CONTROL NOSHRVARS is in effect:  the value of &VAR_1 does not
change.  When the CONTROL_PROC2 procedure is first called, CONTROL
NOSHRVARS is in effect:  again, the value of &VAR_1 does not change.  However, the
setting of CONTROL SHRVARS explicitly enables variable sharing for &VAR_1 before
CONTROL_PROC2 is called again:  this time the value of &VAR_1 is changed.

Sharing Through a Procedure Call

When an NCL procedure calls another NCL procedure with the CALL core statement,
it can specify whether to share variables using either the SHARE or NOSHARE
keyword.

Note You cannot control variable sharing on a function call.  You must do so before the function call by using
either the CONTROL verb or through the function declaration.

The following example shows how specifying the SHARE keyword on a procedure
call affects variable sharing:

zex0616n: PROCEDURE
   /* Sharing through a PROCEDURE call */
   &var_1 = One
   SAY "Pre-procedure call var_1 is "&var_1
   CALL control_proc
   SAY "Post-procedure call var_1 is "&var_1
   CALL control_proc SHARE &var_1
   SAY "Post-procedure call (SHARE), var_1 is "&var_1
   control_proc: PROCEDURE
      &var_1 = Two
   END control_proc
END zex0616n
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The following screen shows the results of executing the procedure:

  (12:54) --------------------- OPERATOR CONTROL SERVICES ----------------------
   START ZEX0616N
   Pre-procedure call var_1 is One
   Post-procedure call var_1 is One
   Post-procedure call (SHARE), var_1 is Two
   NNM1005 START ZEX0616N PROCESSING COMPLETE. NCLID 002077
   _____________________________________________________________________________

 ---------- ------------------ NonStop NET/MASTER D30 ---------------- --------
   M=>

When the CONTROL_PROC procedure is called for the first time, the default setting
of CONTROL NOSHRVARS is in effect:  the value of &VAR_1 does not change.  When
the CONTROL_PROC procedure is called for the second time, because the CALL core
statement explicitly specifies variable sharing (for &VAR_1), the value of &VAR_1 is
changed.

The Contents of a Share
List

A share list is the list of elements after either a SHARE, NOSHARE, SHRVARS, or
NOSHRVARS keyword.  A share list can consist of three types of elements:

A variable specification
The NO keyword
The CALLER keyword

Using a Variable Specification in a Share List

A variable specification in a share list can be either a single variable or a variable
prefix.

The variables in the share list must be simple or stem variables (this includes mapped
data object (MDO) variables).  No complex, compound, nested, or global variables are
permitted.  If you specify a stem variable, the entire set of compound variables for that
stem are shared.  System variables cannot be returned (they are compound variables).

You can include the following variables in a share list:

&abc         /* Simple variable        */
&abc.        /* Stem variable          */
&a*          /* Simple variable prefix */
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You cannot include the following variables in a share list:

&abc&xyz     /* Complex variable       */
&abc.xyz     /* Compound variable      */
&abc&(xyz)   /* Nested variable        */
&glblabc     /* Global variable        */
&sys.retcode /* System variable        */

The following examples specify variables in a share list:

CONTROL SHRVARS=&a
CONTROL NOSHRVARS=&a
CONTROL SHRVARS=(&a,&b*,&c.)
CONTROL NOSHRVARS=(&a,&b*,&c.)
CALL PROCEDURE proc1 SHARE &a
CALL PROCEDURE proc1 NOSHARE &a
CALL PROCEDURE proc1 SHARE &a, &b*, &c.
CALL PROCEDURE proc1 NOSHARE &a, &b*, &c.
proc1: PROCEDURE SHARE &a, &b*, &c.
proc1: PROCEDURE NOSHARE &a, &b*, &c.
func1: FUNCTION SHARE &a, &b*, &c.
func1: FUNCTION NOSHARE &a, &b*, &c.

Hint To improve the performance of an NCL process, share as few variables as possible, share simple
variables or stem variables, and avoid sharing generic variables (a generic variable is a variable prefix,
ending with an asterisk (*)).  When sharing many variables, either define all variables to be shared under
one stem variable and share only the stem to the callee procedure or function, or use a subroutine instead
to perform the required task.  (While not recommended, sharing all variables (by using &*) improves
performance over sharing many variables.)

Using the NO Keyword in a Share List

If either the caller or callee procedure or function specifies the NO keyword, no
variable sharing is performed.  This is the default.  If you use the NO keyword, it must
be the only entry in the share list.

The following examples specify the NO keyword in a share list:

CONTROL SHRVARS=NO
CONTROL NOSHRVARS=NO
CALL PROCEDURE proc1 SHARE NO
CALL PROCEDURE proc1 NOSHARE NO
proc1: PROCEDURE SHARE NO
proc1: PROCEDURE NOSHARE NO
func1: FUNCTION SHARE NO
func1: FUNCTION NOSHARE NO
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The following example shows how specifying the NO keyword on a procedure
declaration affects variable sharing:

zex0617n: PROCEDURE
   /* The NO keyword in a share list */
   &var_1 = One
   SAY "Pre-procedure call var_1 is "&var_1
   CALL control_proc
   SAY "Post-procedure call var_1 is "&var_1
   CALL control_proc SHARE &var_1
   SAY "Post-procedure call var_1 is "&var_1
   control_proc: PROCEDURE SHARE NO
      &var_1 = Two
   END control_proc
END zex0617n

The following screen shows the results of executing the procedure:

  (07:07) --------------------- OPERATOR CONTROL SERVICES ----------------------
   START ZEX0617N
   Pre-procedure call var_1 is One
   Post-procedure call var_1 is One
   Post-procedure call var_1 is One
   NNM1005 START ZEX0617N PROCESSING COMPLETE. NCLID 000036
   _____________________________________________________________________________

 ---------- ------------------ NonStop NET/MASTER D30 ---------------- --------
   M=>

Since the NO keyword is specified on the CONTROL_PROC procedure declaration,
using the SHARE keyword on the CALL core statement has no effect.  The value of
&VAR_1 does not change after either the first or second procedure call because the NO
keyword prevents the variable &VAR_1 from being shared to CONTROL_PROC at
both calls.
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Using the CALLER Keyword in a Share List

When any procedure or function uses the CALLER keyword in a share list
specification, the keyword is logically replaced by the contents of the share list
provided by the caller at the time the current procedure or function is called.

The CALLER keyword does not preclude the use of other variable specifications in a
share list.  If the CALLER keyword is used in a share list and the caller provides a
NOSHARE list, the CALLER keyword is logically replaced by an empty list.

The following examples specify the CALLER keyword in a share list:

CONTROL SHRVARS=CALLER
CONTROL NOSHRVARS=CALLER
CONTROL SHRVARS=(&a,&b*,CALLER,&c.)
CONTROL NOSHRVARS=(&a,CALLER,&b*,&c.)
CALL PROCEDURE proc1 SHARE &a,CALLER
CALL PROCEDURE proc1 NOSHARE CALLER,&a
CALL PROCEDURE proc1 SHARE &a, CALLER, &b*, &c.
CALL PROCEDURE proc1 NOSHARE &a, &b*, CALLER, &c.
proc1: PROCEDURE SHARE CALLER, &a, &b*, &c.
proc1: PROCEDURE NOSHARE &a, &b*, &c., CALLER
func1: FUNCTION SHARE &a, CALLER, &b*, &c.
func1: FUNCTION NOSHARE &a, &b*, CALLER, &c.

The following example shows how specifying the CALLER keyword on a procedure
declaration affects variable sharing:

zex0618n: PROCEDURE
   /* The CALLER keyword in a share list */
   &var_1 = One
   SAY "Pre-procedure call var_1 is "&var_1
   CALL control_proc
   SAY "Post-procedure call var_1 is "&var_1
   CALL control_proc SHARE &var_1
   SAY "Post-procedure call var_1 is "&var_1
   control_proc: PROCEDURE SHARE CALLER, &var_2, &var_3
      &var_1 = Two
   END control_proc
END zex0618n
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The following screen shows the results of executing the procedure:

  (13:25) --------------------- OPERATOR CONTROL SERVICES ----------------------
   START ZEX0618N
   Pre-procedure call var_1 is One
   Post-procedure call var_1 is One
   Post-procedure call var_1 is Two
   NNM1005 START ZEX0618N PROCESSING COMPLETE. NCLID 001119
   _____________________________________________________________________________

 ---------- ------------------ NonStop NET/MASTER D30 ---------------- --------
   M=>

The first procedure call attempts to share &VAR_2 and &VAR_3, but these variables
do not exist.  The second procedure call specifies that &VAR_1 is to be shared.  The
CONTROL_PROC procedure declaration does not explicitly specify &VAR_1 in its
share list.  However, using the CALLER keyword ensures that the CONTROL_PROC
procedure accepts all variables that are shared to it.

Interaction Between
Variable Sharing Methods

If a caller procedure or function wants to share variables with a callee procedure or
function, it must ensure that the callee is prepared to accept the variables.  Likewise, if
a callee wants to accept variables from a caller, it must ensure that the caller is
prepared to pass the variables.

This depends on the interaction between the three methods of sharing variables and
the keywords that are used.

The Caller and Callee Specifications

The share list specified by a caller is called a caller list.  The share list specified by a
callee is called a callee list.  The caller specifies the list of variables to share to a callee
through a CONTROL verb or a CALL core statement.  The callee specifies the list of
variables it will accept on the procedure or function declaration.

A variable list specified through the CALL core statement overrides the current setting
of the CONTROL verb (if any) for that CALL core statement only.
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Using Two SHARE Keywords

If both the caller and callee have specified a list of variables to share using the SHARE
keyword, then the intersection of both lists is shared.

The following example shows how specifying the SHARE keyword on both a
procedure declaration and a procedure call affects variable sharing:

zex0619n: PROCEDURE
   /* Two SHARE keywords           */
   /* Default is CONTROL NOSHRVARS */
   &var_1 = One
   &var_2 = 1
   &var_3 = First
   &var_4 = Begin
   SAY "Pre-procedure call vars are "&var_1,
                                     &var_2,
                                     &var_3,
                                     &var_4
   CALL control_proc
   SAY "Post-procedure call vars are "&var_1,
                                      &var_2,
                                      &var_3,
                                      &var_4
   CALL control_proc SHARE &var_1, &var_2, &var_3
   SAY "Post-procedure call vars are "&var_1,
                                      &var_2,
                                      &var_3,
                                      &var_4
   control_proc: PROCEDURE SHARE &var_3, &var_4
      &var_1 = Two
      &var_2 = 2
      &var_3 = Last
      &var_4 = End
   END control_proc
END zex0619n
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The following screen shows the results of executing the procedure:

  (13:41) --------------------- OPERATOR CONTROL SERVICES ----------------------
   START ZEX0619N
   Pre-procedure call vars are One 1 First Begin
   Post-procedure call vars are One 1 First Begin
   Post-procedure call vars are One 1 Last Begin
   NNM1005 START ZEX0619N PROCESSING COMPLETE. NCLID 001138
   _____________________________________________________________________________

 ---------- ------------------ NonStop NET/MASTER D30 ---------------- --------
   M=>

The default is no variable sharing (CONTROL NOSHRVARS) and so no variables are
shared on the first procedure call.  The second procedure call overrides the setting of
the CONTROL verb by specifying a list of variables to share, &VAR_1, &VAR_2, and
&VAR_3.  Since the CONTROL_PROC procedure specifies the SHARE keyword and a
list of variables that can be shared on the procedure declaration, the intersection of the
two share lists, &VAR_3, is shared.  Accordingly, &VAR_3 is the only variable that is
changed.

The following table summarizes the interaction between the SHARE keyword on the
second procedure call and the SHARE keyword on the procedure declaration:

All Available Variables

Variables Shared by
Second Procedure
Call

Variables Shared by
Control Procedure
Declaration

Result of Variable
Sharing Interaction

&VAR_1 Yes No No

&VAR_2 Yes No No

&VAR_3 Yes Yes Yes

&VAR_4 No Yes No

The table shows that, in a finite set of variables (the set is &VAR_1, &VAR_2, &VAR_3,
and &VAR_4), specifying a subset of variables to share does not necessarily result in
those variables being shared:  it is the interaction between the caller and the callee that
is important.
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Using Two NOSHARE Keywords

If both the caller and callee have specified a list of variables that are not to be shared
using the NOSHARE keyword, then all variables are shared except those that are the
union of both NOSHARE lists.

The following example shows how specifying the NOSHARE keyword on both a
procedure declaration and a procedure call affects variable sharing:

zex0620n: PROCEDURE
   /* Two NOSHARE keywords         */
   /* Default is CONTROL NOSHRVARS */
   &var_1 = One
   &var_2 = 1
   &var_3 = First
   &var_4 = Begin
   SAY "Pre-procedure call vars are "&var_1,
                                     &var_2,
                                     &var_3,
                                     &var_4
   CALL control_proc
   SAY "Post-procedure call vars are "&var_1,
                                      &var_2,
                                      &var_3,
                                      &var_4
   CALL control_proc NOSHARE &var_1, &var_2
   SAY "Post-procedure call vars are "&var_1,
                                      &var_2,
                                      &var_3,
                                      &var_4
   control_proc: PROCEDURE NOSHARE &var_2, &var_3
      &var_1 = Two
      &var_2 = 2
      &var_3 = Last
      &var_4 = End
   END control_proc
END zex0620n
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The following screen shows the results of executing the procedure:

  (13:46) --------------------- OPERATOR CONTROL SERVICES ----------------------
   START ZEX0620N
   Pre-procedure call vars are One 1 First Begin
   Post-procedure call vars are One 1 First Begin
   Post-procedure call vars are One 1 First End
   NNM1005 START ZEX0620N PROCESSING COMPLETE. NCLID 001146
   _____________________________________________________________________________

 ---------- ------------------ NonStop NET/MASTER D30 ---------------- --------
   M=>

The default is no variable sharing (CONTROL NOSHRVARS) and so no variables are
shared on the first procedure call.  The second procedure call overrides the setting of
the CONTROL verb by specifying a list of variables to not share, &VAR_1 and
&VAR_2.  The CONTROL_PROC procedure declaration also specifies a list of
variables not to share, &VAR_2 and &VAR_3.  The variable excluded by these
NOSHARE lists is &VAR_4.  Accordingly, &VAR_4 is the only variable that is
changed.

The following table summarizes the interaction between the NOSHARE keyword on
the second procedure call and the NOSHARE keyword on the procedure declaration:

All Available Variables

Variables Shared by
Second Procedure
Call

Variables Shared by
Control Procedure
Declaration

Result of Variable
Sharing Interaction

&VAR_1 No Yes No

&VAR_2 No No No

&VAR_3 Yes No No

&VAR_4 Yes Yes Yes

This table shows that, in a finite set of variables (the set is &VAR_1, &VAR_2,
&VAR_3, and &VAR_4), not sharing a subset (&VAR_1, &VAR_2, and &VAR_3) is the
same as sharing the remainder (&VAR_4).
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Using One SHARE Keyword and One NOSHARE Keyword

If either the caller or callee has specified the NOSHARE keyword and the other has
specified the SHARE keyword, the variables shared consist of those specified by the
SHARE keyword less those specified by the NOSHARE keyword.

The following example shows how specifying one SHARE keyword and one
NOSHARE keyword affects variable sharing:

zex0621n: PROCEDURE
   /* One SHARE keyword and one NOSHARE keyword */
   /* Default is CONTROL NOSHRVARS              */
   &var_1 = One
   &var_2 = 1
   &var_3 = First
   &var_4 = Begin
   SAY "Pre-procedure call vars are "&var_1,
                                     &var_2,
                                     &var_3,
                                     &var_4
   CALL control_proc
   SAY "Post-procedure call vars are "&var_1,
                                      &var_2,
                                      &var_3,
                                      &var_4
   CALL control_proc SHARE &var_1, &var_2, &var_3
   SAY "Post-procedure call vars are "&var_1,
                                      &var_2,
                                      &var_3,
                                      &var_4
   control_proc: PROCEDURE NOSHARE &var_3, &var_4
      &var_1 = Two
      &var_2 = 2
      &var_3 = Last
      &var_4 = End
   END control_proc
END zex0621n
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The following screen shows the results of executing the procedure:

  (13:51) --------------------- OPERATOR CONTROL SERVICES ----------------------
   START ZEX0621N
   Pre-procedure call vars are One 1 First Begin
   Post-procedure call vars are One 1 First Begin
   Post-procedure call vars are Two 2 First Begin
   NNM1005 START ZEX0621N PROCESSING COMPLETE. NCLID 001149
   _____________________________________________________________________________

 ---------- ------------------ NonStop NET/MASTER D30 ---------------- --------
   M=>

The default is no variable sharing (CONTROL NOSHRVARS) and so no variables are
shared on the first procedure call.  The second procedure call overrides the setting of
the CONTROL verb by specifying a list of variables to share, &VAR_1, &VAR_2, and
&VAR_3.  Since the CONTROL_PROC procedure specifies the NOSHARE keyword
and a list of variables that are not to be shared on the procedure declaration, the
variables that are shared are &VAR_1 and  &VAR_2.

The following table summarizes the interaction between the SHARE keyword on the
second procedure call and the NOSHARE keyword on the procedure declaration:

All Available Variables

Variables Shared by
Second Procedure
Call

Variables Shared by
Control Procedure
Declaration

Result of Variable
Sharing Interaction

&VAR_1 Yes Yes Yes

&VAR_2 Yes Yes Yes

&VAR_3 Yes No No

&VAR_4 No No No

This table shows that, in a finite set of variables (the set is &VAR_1, &VAR_2,
&VAR_3, and &VAR_4), not sharing a subset (&VAR_3 and &VAR_4) is the same as
sharing the remainder (&VAR_1 and &VAR_2).
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Calling Procedures
and Functions

This subsection explains how to call a procedure or function.  It describes procedure
and function call syntax.  It discusses how the syntax of the call affects how NCL
searches for a procedure or function.  Finally, it describes how NCL searches for the
labels of internal procedures and functions.

Calling a Procedure There are three main ways to call an NCL procedure:

Using the NCL CALL core statement inside a procedure or function.

Using the NonStop NET/MASTER MS START and EXEC commands from a
command input line or inside a procedure or function.  These commands are
discussed in Section 8, “Executing NCL Procedures.”

Using the NCL START verb inside a procedure or function.  The START verb is
discussed in Section 16, “Environments and Command Processing.”

Note The CALL core statement does not create another NCL process (in contrast to the NonStop
NET/MASTER MS START and EXEC commands and the START verb).  An NCL procedure called by the
CALL core statement is not allocated an NCL process identifier.  It does not create or dismantle any type
of environment.

Calling a Procedure Using the CALL Core Statement

You use the CALL core statement to call an NCL procedure from within an NCL
process.

When you want to call an internal procedure you call it by the label (or one of the
labels if more than one) by which you named it.  When you want to call an external
procedure you must call it by the source file name.

Although you can follow CALL by the PROCEDURE keyword when you call a
procedure, normal practice is to omit it altogether.  You can abbreviate PROCEDURE
to PROC.

The following statements, which illustrate how to use CALL, are synonymous:

CALL PROCEDURE abc (&A, &B, &C) SHARE &D*, &E*
CALL PROC      abc (&A, &B, &C) SHARE &D*, &E*
CALL           abc (&A, &B, &C) SHARE &D*, &E*

They all call the procedure ABC, pass the parameters &A, &B and &C to it, and share
all variables beginning with &D and &E.
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The following example simulates a race between person A and person B to illustrate
procedure calling:

zex0622n: PROCEDURE
   /* Race between person A and person B                */
   &a = 0                         /* A starts from zero */
   &b = 1                         /* B gets a headstart */
   CALL progress SHARE &a,&b      /* Check headstart    */
   DO 7                           /* Begin race         */
      &a = &a + RANDOM(1,6)       /* A starts first     */
      CALL progress SHARE &a,&b   /* Who's ahead now?   */
      &b = &b + RANDOM(1,6)       /* B's turn           */
      CALL progress SHARE &a,&b   /* Who's ahead now?   */
   END                            /* End race           */
   IF &a > &b THEN SAY "A wins by "&a - &b
   IF &b > &a THEN SAY "B wins by "&b - &a
   IF &a = &b THEN SAY "Draw"
   EXIT
   progress: PROCEDURE            /* Check who's ahead  */
      SELECT
         WHEN &a > &b THEN SAY "A is ahead by "&a - &b
         WHEN &b > &a THEN SAY "B is ahead by "&b - &a
         OTHERWISE SAY "Even"
      END
   END progress
END zex0622n

The PROGRESS procedure is called many times from inside a DO loop to check the
progress of the race.

The following screen shows the results of executing the procedure:

  (13:56) --------------------- OPERATOR CONTROL SERVICES ----------------------
   START ZEX0622N
   B is ahead by 1
   A is ahead by 4
   Even
   A is ahead by 2
   B is ahead by 1
   Even
   B is ahead by 3
   A is ahead by 1
   B is ahead by 2
   Even
   B is ahead by 1
   A is ahead by 5
   A is ahead by 3
   A is ahead by 5
   A is ahead by 3
   A wins by 3
   NNM1005 START ZEX0622N PROCESSING COMPLETE. NCLID 001151
   _____________________________________________________________________________

 ---------- ------------------ NonStop NET/MASTER D30 ---------------- --------
   M=>
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Calling a Function You can call a function only from within an expression.  A call to a function can occur
whenever a value is required in an expression.  The following example shows how a
function call returns a single result that is used to evaluate an expression:

zex0623n: PROCEDURE
   /* Calling a function */
   SAY "The mean is "mean(&SYS.ALLPARMS)
   mean: FUNCTION
      &count = 1
      &total = 0
      DO UNTIL ( &count > WORDS(&1) )
        &total = &total + WORD(&1,&count)
        &count = &count + 1
      END
      RETURN( &total / WORDS(&1) )
   END mean
END zex0623n

This procedure obtains the mean of a series of numbers, which are entered as
parameters to the procedure when it is executed.  The parameters are placed in the
system variable &SYS.ALLPARMS.  The MEAN function analyzes &SYS.ALLPARMS
to determine each number, to calculate how many numbers there are, and to add up
all the numbers.  The final result returned by the MEAN function is displayed by the
SAY statement.

The following screen shows the results of executing the procedure twice:

  (14:04) --------------------- OPERATOR CONTROL SERVICES ----------------------
   START ZEX0623N 15 3 17 21 32 75 4
   The mean is 23.8571428571429
   NNM1005 START ZEX0623N PROCESSING COMPLETE. NCLID 001154
   START ZEX0623N 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
   The mean is 5.5
   NNM1005 START ZEX0623N PROCESSING COMPLETE. NCLID 001155
   _____________________________________________________________________________

 ---------- ------------------ NonStop NET/MASTER D30 ---------------- --------
   M=>

The values passed are:  15, 3, 17, 21, 32, 75, and 4;  and 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10.
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Procedure and Function
Name Syntax and Search

Order

You can specify the name of the procedure or function you want to call in three
different ways.  The way in which you identify a procedure or function determines the
order in which NCL searches for it.

Procedure Name Syntax and Search Order

The following table summarizes how the syntax of a procedure name affects how NCL
searches for it;  the table shows that the search order is affected by the use of quotes
(“ ”) and parentheses (( )) around the procedure name:

Procedure Name Syntax Comment Search Order

CALL procedure-name The procedure name must
be a valid symbol.

1. Internal procedure label.
2. External procedure name.

CALL "procedure-name" With quotes.  The procedure
name must be a valid symbol
within the quotes.

External procedure name
only.

CALL (expression) With parentheses.  The
expression is either a
procedure name (a valid
symbol) or an expression
that resolves to a procedure
name.  Allows dynamic
procedure calls.

1. Internal procedure label.
2. External procedure name.

For example, the following CALL statement searches for an internal procedure label
and then, if the label is not found, for an external procedure name:

CALL abcproc         /* Internal, external */

The following CALL statement searches only for an external procedure name:

CALL "procxyz"       /* External only      */

The following CALL statement searches for an internal procedure label and then, if the
label is not found, for an external procedure name:

CALL (proc||&number) /* Internal, external */

The name is determined by the value of the variable &NUMBER, which is
concatenated with PROC.
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Function Name Syntax and Search Order

The following table summarizes how the syntax of a function name affects how NCL
searches for it;  the table shows that the search order is affected by the use of quotes
(“ ”) and parentheses (( ))  around the function name:

Function Name Syntax Comment Search Order

function-name(…) The function name must be a
valid symbol.

1. Internal function label.
2. Built-in function name.
3. External function name.

"function-name"(…) With quotes.  The function
name must be a valid symbol
within the quotes.  Allows
you to call a built-in function
even if a user-written function
exists in the same scope.

1. Built-in function name.
2. External function name.

(expression)(…) With parentheses.  The
expression is either a
function name (a valid
symbol) or an expression
that resolves to a function
name.  Allows dynamic
function calls.

1. Internal function label.
2. External function name.

For example, the following function call searches for an internal function label and
then, if the label is not found, for a built-in function and then, if the built-in function is
not found, for an external function name:

&a = abcfunc(…)         /* Internal, built-in, external */

The following function call searches for a built-in function and then, if the built-in
function is not found, for an external function name:

&a = "funcxyz"(…)       /* Built-in, external           */

The following function call searches for an internal function label and then, if the label
is not found, for an external function name:

&a = (func||&number)(…) /* Internal, external           */

The name is determined by the value of the variable &NUMBER, which is
concatenated with FUNC.
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Searching for Procedure
and Function Labels

Searching for and finding the label of an internal procedure or function is governed by
rules that define search order and the labels that NCL can see from any point.

From any point within a procedure or function, that procedure or function sees labels
in the following order:

1. The label(s) of all direct children.

2. Its own label(s) and the labels of its peers.

3. The label(s) of its parent and the labels of its parent’s peers.

4. The label(s) of its grandparent and the labels of its grandparent’s peers, and so on.

A procedure or function cannot see the label(s) of its grandchildren, or the label(s) of
its grandchildren's peers, or the label(s) of its great-grandchildren's peers, and so on.

NCL searches for the label of a procedure or function in the following order:

1. It searches the labels of all procedures or functions that are the direct children of
the current procedure or function.

a. If it finds a matching label, the search has been successful and stops.

b. If it does not find a matching label, it continues to search according to the next
step.

2. If there is an immediate parent of the current procedure or function, it becomes the
current procedure or function, and NCL continues to search according to the
previous step.

3. If there is no immediate parent of the current procedure or function, NCL is at the
top-level procedure or function and looks at all labels at the top level.

a. If NCL finds a matching label, the search has been successful and stops.  This
means that NCL executes the procedure or function again.

b. If it does not find a matching label, then the label does not exist within the
scope of the procedure or function that issued the call;  the search has been
unsuccessful and stops.

The rules imply that you can call a procedure or function recursively.

Labels of the PROCEDURE statement and the FUNCTION statement must be unique
at the same nesting level;  that is, all labels must be peers under a given parent.  If NCL
finds a matching label, it is illegal to branch there:

If NCL was looking for a procedure label and it found the label on a function.

If NCL was looking for a function label and it found the label on a procedure.


